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ASA Electronics® Debuts Upgraded Wallmount Stereo
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELKHART, IN. –ASA Electronics is a full
line of brand new JENSEN® wallmount
stereos, starting with the JWM60A. The
system combines the very best in
advanced audio technology with a
sleeker profile that maintains the same
JENSEN® footprint that has been used in
over one million units on the market
today, making replacing or upgrading a
breeze. Snap-side bezels on the control
panel add a sophisticated, modern look
while hiding the stereo’s mounting screws.
ASA has upgraded more than just the look of this RV stereo. The JWM60A has a dedicated
Bluetooth pairing button that makes it easier than ever for campers to connect their smart
device to their stereo. With the push of a button, campers can stream their entire music library
from anywhere in a 33-foot range of the RV. With the jControl app, music won’t be the only
thing campers can control from their smartphones.
The jControl app, available for free on android and Apple devices, turns any smartphone into a
wireless remote control. jControl will sync with the JWM60A to remember station presets and
settings to control three separate speaker zones for the ultimate listening experience. App
control allows the RV owner to control their stereo and speaker zones from another room, or
even from outside their RV.
The engineering team at ASA wanted to make it easier to integrate technology into outdoor
living. The JWM60A features a USB input capable of charging both iPhone and Android devices.
The JWM60A also has two RCA video output jacks, a front A/V stereo jack, a rear A/V output, a
rear audio output, and a built in CD/DVD player that supports numerous audio and video
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formats. The wallmount stereo is complete with a built-in alarm clock with a sleep timer for
those early morning adventures.
ASA Electronics® has been designing and manufacturing mobile electronic products for the
Marine, RV, PowerSports, Agricultural, Construction, Commercial Vehicle, and Bus industries
since 1977. Their proprietary brands are JENSEN®, JENSEN Marine®, JENSEN Heavy Duty®,
Marine Audio®, Voyager® and ADVENT® Air. ASA is also a distributor in specialty markets for
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio and Polk Ultramarine® products. For more information, please visit
www.ASAElectronics.com.
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